
From: ASUN Judicial Council 

To: Attorney General Schein, Co-Directors of Elections Kemmelmeier and Kahnke 

Date: 29 November, 2022 

Re: Order - Residence Halls Campaign Rules 

This order of the ASUN Judicial Council requires the removal of Residence Halls as a campaign 

location to be requested as a temporary rule – should this be the will of the Directors of Elections – for the 2023 

ASUN Elections due to a potential discrepancy in the language of the elections code. 

In their request, Attorney General Schein stated the Directors of Elections should have the power to 

determine campaigning locations prior to the Mandatory Candidate’s Meeting, citing SAS VII.702.04.c(1), 

which states: 

“CONDUCT OF POLL(S): The Director of Elections and Democratic Education 

shall determine areas where campaigning is not allowed prior to the Candidates’ 

Meeting.” 

The discrepancy lies in the designation of this rule as it relates to the conduct of polls 

specifically; the Council believes this may have been an overlooked error in the creation of rules for 

physical campaigning away from polling locations (25 feet) implemented in the 89th Session, but 

wording may still cause considerable confusion among candidates. 

The creation of a temporary rule acts as a preventative measure for the anticipated election 

season considering the discrepancy between existing and newly created elections laws, as well as the 

quickly approaching election season. 



Moving forward, the request of a temporary rule can come at any time so long as it impacts all 

candidates equally, but preferably before the filing period of the 2023 ASUN Elections. The Council 

also suggests the removal of “CONDUCT OF POLL(S)” and moving the remaining wording outside 

of a designation that relates to mechanics of the election and polls. This would allow for total 

determination by the Directors of Elections of the locations of permitted campaigning without any 

foreseeable confusion. 

Further, the request of a temporary rule must come from the Directors of Elections or any other 

staff within the Center for Student Engagement, not an ASUN officer, seeing as SAS VII. 702.13.f(1) 

states: 

“Temporary rules may be implemented by the Center for Student Engagement 

Staff where an urgent situation necessitates temporary additions, amendments, or 

a suspension of a portion of the Election Code, provided all candidates are 

affected equally.” 

A temporary rule will take effect once the request is approved by three members of the 

Judicial Council [SAS VII.702.13.f(2)]. Next, it would be emailed to each candidate and posted 

on the ASUN Elections website [SAS VII.702.13.f(3)]. 

Dated 

29 November, 2022 

Signed 

Chief Justice Zane Taylor 

Senior Associate Justice Rachel Stamps 

Associate Justice Amelia Glowniak 

Associate Justice Kate Hovatter 

Associate Justice Fernando Melendez 


